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Details
DiVi stack-on panels are held in place with four pins using the same channel in the panel hanger frame that the hinges
use. Stack-on installation is virtually the same for both permanent monolithic and insert panels, with the exception of
insert panels requiring an additional step for the insert retainers.
Permanent Monolithic Glass Stack Installation

Insert Panel Stack Installation
Step 1: Complete Steps 1-3 (left) without re-installing topcap.

Insert and Retainer View

Step 2: Slide insert retainer into place, then secure the
retainer with the provided screws.
Step 3: Slide insert into the stack-on panel.
Step4: Reinstall the topcap and hanger rail topcaps.
Step 2: Insert four pins into the hinge channels of the hanger
frame. Place “H” bar on top of base panel (not needed for
glass stack on). IMPORTANT - See warning note (right).
Pins need to be 3/4” into the channel (use a mallet for this
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In order to properly seat the four pins
into the existing panel, you will need to
pull up the existing panel hinges and
cut a small piece out of one side. The
cut out should be 1.5” (see below right).
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Step 3: Install stack-on using the pins to secure the unit.
Use a mallet and slowly tap the stack-on panel into place.
DO NOT hit the topcap retainer with mallet.
Insert and Retainer View
Finish: Reinstall the topcap and hanger rail end topcaps.
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Step 1: Remove hanger rail end topcaps, panel topcap, and
topcap retainer.
NOTE: Remove topcap carefully as it will be installed on
top of the stack-on.

